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Introduction
This document is an excerpt from the
records of the citizens’ workshops 1&2
“The new Stöckach”, which took place on
11 and 18 May 2019.
The objective of the workshops was to
gather as many opinions as possible from
the Stöckach residents and citizens of
Stuttgart on the future development of the
EnBW site located between Hackstraße
and Stöckachstraße.
What are the participants hoping for from
the development of the site? Which opportunities are recognised? What should not
happen at any cost? The findings represented here were verified on 1 June 2019
by the participants and are now a component of the competition.
They provide local knowledge for what is
expected to be an international competition
and constitute extremely valuable input
for the designers in the competition. The
competition organiser not only permits,
but even encourages competition participants to make reference to points made
in this document when providing explanations for their entries.
A complete record of the citizens’ workshops 1&2 including the expert keynote
speeches and discussion can be found
under www.der-neue-stoeckach.de
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Discussion
conclusions

In each workshop intense debates
were conducted on a variety of
issues. The results were retrospectively sorted according to the
aspect they concerned.
Inspiration from the Ideas Space
has also been incorporated into
the findings. At the 3rd citizens’
workshop these ideas were revised. This is the version of the text
from after the 3rd workshop.
The complexity of the discussions
is better reflected in the graphic
minutes taken at the workshops.
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The quarter will be
built in an existing
community. Local
institutions should
be involved in the
plans for developing
the area.
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1. M
 ore than
housing

Flexible and diverse: Our housing
requirements can vary depending on what
stage of life we are at. In the space of one
quarter it should be possible for people to
grow up, start a family, live in a “patchwork” family constellation and be cared
for in old age.
This requires either flexible floor plans in
residential units or a diverse range of
housing options – from 6 to 1-bedroomapartments.
Future-proof: Housing in the quarter
should be built so that in future it can be
adapted or rebuilt feasibly and sustainably
to accommodate a change in housing
needs.
Communal living: In the medium- and
long-term people will continue to want to
live in communities. This should be
considered when designing layouts
(shared apartments, cluster living etc.)
and neighbourhood facilities (gathering
places, communal spaces).
Urban structure: The urban structure
should be designed to accommodate

different ownership and community
property forms but also provide the option
of renting an apartment from (municipal)
housing providers. The design should
generally feature small plots.
Coexistence in the quarter: The quarter
should be open to all people. Facilities
should be found on-site for both new and
existing residents. These include gathering spaces, cafés, laundrettes, pharmacies at ground floor level, doctor surgeries,
gyms and places to do sport, playgrounds
and recreational rooms open to the
surrounding area. There should also be
(public or semipublic) spaces for children
and teenagers.
Development in phases: We want urban
planners to see the long-term development of the site as an opportunity and to
realise the project in various stages.
In a world with such rapid social and
technological development, this strategy
could encourage designers to consider
the best type of development possible at
each specific moment in time. »
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What kind of housing will be
needed in 10 years?
Which other uses and qualities
would residents like to see?

Special housing models: Some people
have difficulty finding a home on their own
or are unable to live on their own. There
should be apartments on the site especially for these people (ranging from shared
homes for patients with dementia and
communal living spaces for youngsters
through to apartments for people with
reduced mobility or a disability and those
urgently seeking housing).
Living and working together: We do not
know how people will work in the future.
The possibility of working in your own
home of with others in another space
within the quarter should definitely be
explored. These areas could be professional co-working spaces or cafés with fast
internet connections.
Affordable housing: There is a lack of
affordable housing in the city. There
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should be a high percentage of apartments affordable for “normalincome”
earners. It should be ensured that there
are not only to be used by EnBW staff.
Jointly-developed housing: There is great
interest amongst residents to combine
living in a community and developing their
own living space. The site should have
some plots which can be developed by
collaborative housing forms (e.g. cooperatives). Participants seemed to think that
existing buildings would be particularly
suitable for this type of development.
Different forms of investment and
ownership: There was strong agreement
that there should be communal forms of
housing which act in the interests of the
public – cooperatives, syndicates etc.
However, this was not a unanimous
opinion. »
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Some participants also want classic
rental apartments and condominiums as
well as public housing. This topic should
continue to be addressed after the urban
design competition has been completed.
Involving existing community: The quarter
will be built in an existing community.
The institutions in this community (associations, schools, retailers, religious
communities etc.) should be involved in
the development of the area.
Living as a community: There should be
shared balconies /roof terraces, services
used by the community (laundrette, post
office...) and plenty of other possibilities
to meet with fellow residents. It is
possible that there will be a minimum
number of shared spaces to be created.
Spaces to retreat: Whilst the housing
offered should provide opportunities
for people to come together, it should
also be possible for residents to keep to
themselves when they want to. The
apartment conception should also keep
in mind the interests of residents who
are not interested in meet-ups.
Making the most of shared services:
Ideally, the amount of space used per
capita should not increase but at the
same time, residents should be able to
live comfortably in the new Stöckach.
Sharing spaces creates a sense of
community and saves space. Shared
laundry rooms, guest apartments,
work spaces etc. should be provided in
the new quarter.
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There is great
interest amongst
residents to combine living in a
community and
developing their
own living space.
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2. Sustainable mobility and
sustainable buildings

Sustainably mixed structures: When assigning the purposes of different spaces,
designers should ensure that it does not
take long to move from one use space
(work, leisure, housing and amenities) to
another. The ground floor levels should
primarily be services.
Mobility: It was hotly debated whether the
quarter should be a completely car-free
zone, whether it should have a reduced
allocation of parking spaces or whether
quarter garages should be provided to
keep the cars from parking on streets.
There should be services available in the
quarter – from car sharing and rental
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cargo bikes to quarter garages and mobility hubs for modes of transport we have
yet to discover – for residents to use. It is
important for all those involved that in the
quarter there is a strong emphasis on the
environmental alliance (walking, cycling,
public transport) and that the quarter
anticipates that future technologies like
driverless cars will probably already have
become a reality once building work has
finished. Existing basement-level spaces
could be used as underground garages/
quarter garages, they could also be connected to each other: “Living overground,
driving underground”.

How can we sustainably organise
mobility on the site
itself and at the
access points to and
from the neighbourhood? What do
we need in order to
achieve this?
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Travel links with the vicinity: The quarter
is ideally located around key public transport hubs meaning a car-free transport
system is possible. The quarter and its
vicinity should be developed on the basis
of an integrated mobility concept. The
number of pedestrian and cyclist paths
leading to surrounding areas should be
increased as part of this concept. The
quarter should not have a negative impact
on the neighbouring areas because of
congestion caused by motorised private
transport (MPT). Draft designs should
comprehensibly illustrate the envisaged
circulation of the quarter and which positive and negative impacts a through road
open to MPTs running through the quarter
could have on the quarter itself and the
neighbouring areas.
Materials flow and production: As many
buildings and building components as
possible should be preserved or recycled
if this is economically viable and appropriate for the envisaged uses. The aim of
recycling the buildings in a CO2 - neutral
manner should be judged against the
aims of creating as many apartments are
possible. The site should also be able to
house projects which produce food using
state-of-the-art methods, on rooftops and
in closed spaces. Care should be taken to
ensure that water is used sparingly and
re-used where possible.
Greenery and climate-neutrality: The
quarter should be climate-neutral at both
a global (CO2) and local (“heat islands”,
fresh air) level. Participants unanimously
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indicated that they would like many unsealed and /or green spaces. Greenery
found in the quarter should be designed
to grow and flourish as well as possible
and to have maximal positive impact on
the climate. The impact that the quarter
will have on the rainwater management
system in cases of torrential rain and
storms should be verified.
Power: The new buildings should be
capable of generating power. At least
enough to cover their own demand. Waste
heat from surrounding heat sources
(e.g. server park SWF) could be used.
The embodied energy contribution of the
existing buildings should also be considered when calculating the environmental
footprint of the overall project.
Smartness: Technological developments
which make urban life easier, quieter and
more attractive are encouraged. These
could include smart and energy-saving
lighting systems, “flying” delivery services and useful robots. Smart investments should not be made at the cost of
sustainability. The project should not be
treated as an expensive “smart playground” but should be conceived so that we
may utilise the innovations we encounter
in 10 years’ time from now – so in 3-4
technological development cycles. Some
participants expressed concern that filling the quarter with smart devices could
be detrimental to the protection of their
data and that it would provide too many
opportunities for surveillance.

“The buildings should
be capable of generating power. At least
enough to cover their
own demand”.
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The site can and
should make a considerable contribution
to cooling the area on
summer days.
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3. W
 hat else?
Potential, opportunities
and challenges

During the workshop the participants
were asked to share their experiences
and thoughts on developing a new site in
this part of the city. They described both
the challenges associated with the site
development and the potential positive
impact and impetus that the environment
can have on the site and vice versa.
CHALLENGES
New neighbours: With the new area will
come new people who will use both public
transport and, more importantly, the
roads. Extremely innovative solutions are
required which encourage as little car use
as possible to ensure there is no noticeable additional congestion in the area. New

residents should be easily incorporated
into already existing structures. This aim
must therefore be well communicated,
well before completion of the project, to
all affected.
Circulation of the quarter: There is a
huge amount of pressure to build a
thoroughfare. This was a particular concern for residents who currently live in a
cul de sac. On the other hand, a through
road would throw away a good opportunity to create a quiet, car free quarter. At
the same time, the quarter can’t just leave
its “mobility burden” to be shouldered
by the surrounding areas. Burdens and
advantages should be shared equally. »
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Gymnasium: Keep the current one or
build a new one? There are too few affordable sports facilities open to the public
in the area. The gymnasium should not
be closed down (even temporarily). If the
current gym is to be removed, a new one
must be built. It is still unclear whether
in this case, the gymnasium alone would
“eat up” the 20% allocation of space in the
project that is to be reserved for non-residential uses.
Shaping an open, evolving process: As
the site will be developed step-by-step
meaning that the smartest solutions
possible at that point in time can be used
at each stage. This type of process should
encourage the best solutions from a
social, ecological and economic perspective. This will not be possible if too many
stipulations are made at the beginning.
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The first
car-free
quarter

As few
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as possible

Supporting Stöckachplatz and existing
retailers: Today in the area there is (still)
a vibrant mix of retailers - particularly
at Stöckachplatz. This should be supplemented with further retailers. Under no
circumstances should a large supermarket be built.
Urban design challenges in the surrounding area: Time and again, workshop participants pointed out issues which cannot
be solved with the competition, but which
are very relevant for the development of
Stöckach. Crossing Cannstatter Straße
towards the Schlosspark and Rosenstein
residential area could and should be improved – possibly even by building on top
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of and enclosing the Cannstatter Straße.
It should also be verified once again if it
is possible to gain direct connection to
Cannstatter Straße to avoid additional
traffic in the quarter. Furthermore, every
opportunity should be used to provide the
best possible climatic conditions for the
quarter-generally residents wish to see
more green spaces. »
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POTENTIAL & IMPETUS
Mobility: The site is ideally located for
access to public transport. It should be
possible to develop a (nearly) car-free
quarter here. (Position 1) Though there is
a decent range of public transport connections, we will not be able to completely
remove cars from the area and they will
be needed in at least car-sharing form or
similar. (Position 2)
In developing the site, important pedestrian and cycle path axes can be built or
enhanced which improve access routes
to green spaces – to the “Green U”, Villa
Berg, the Neckar and to Uhlandshöhe.
Climate: The area can and should make
a considerable contribution to cooling
its surroundings on summer days. This
could be achieved through unsealing,
introducing overground green spaces and
possibly through surface water.
New possibilities: Developing the quarter
can open new possibilities to enhance the
neighbourhood. For instance: a meeting
point for various clubs and self-organised
groups, a café, quarter centre equipped
with various services, a care ward or a
guest house which can be booked by
visiting occupants and the local residents.
We should seek out and establish innovative solutions for community needs (e.g.
childcare formats providing care both in
the day and at night) and look into special
technological developments and other
traditional possibilities to ensure the
20

elderly are able to continue living in their
own homes. Finally, it would be beneficial for both new and existing residents if
there were a variety of options on site for
them to keep fit and healthy.
Fluid transitions: In shaping the new
development, new connections can and
should be created to the surrounding
area. There should be a good link to
Heilandsplatz, most importantly. But
there should also be quieter spots for the
entire neighbourhood to enjoy as nearly
all urban spaces that already exist in the
area are exposed to noise pollution. The
whole quarter should be inviting and
porous so that we do not just create a new
part of Stuttgart and Stöckach, but a part
of the city that is really belongs there. The
development will also provide an opportunity to improve municipally controlled
public spaces – particularly tram stops
and stations, but also some streetscapes
and links to green spaces.
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